Here, we address the problem of Independent Subspace Analysis (ISA). We develop a technique that (i) builds upon joint decorrelation for a set of functions, (ii) can be related to kernel based techniques, (iii) can be interpreted as a self-adjusting, self-grouping neural network solution, (iv) can be used both for real and for complex problems, and (v) can be a first step towards large scale problems. Our numerical examples extend to a few 100 dimensional ISA tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Uncovering independent processes is of high importance, because it breaks combinatorial explosion [10] . In cases, like Smart Dust, the problem is vital, because (i) elements have limited computational capacity and (ii) communication to remote distances is prohibitively expensive. Self-adjusting, self-grouping neural network solutions may come to our rescue here. Here, we present such an approach for Independent Subspace Analysis (ISA). The extension of ISA to Independent Process Analysis is straightforward under certain conditions [10] .
Our paper is built as follows. The K-ISA model is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 is about our method. Illustrations are provided in Section 4.
THE K-ISA MODEL
Section 2.1 defines the K-ISA task to be studied, Section 2.2 treats the ambiguities of the model. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. 
The K-ISA Equations
We treat real and complex ISA tasks: Let K ∈ {R, C}. Assume that we observe the mixture of multidimensional independent i.i.d. sampled sources (components):
where
d m is the total dimension of the components, A ∈ K D×D is the invertible mixing matrix. The task is to recover the hidden components s
Ambiguities of the K-ISA Model
Identification of the K-ISA model is ambiguous. However, ambiguities are simple: hidden components s m can be determined up to permutation among subspaces and up to invertible transformation within subspaces. Details about R-ISA and C-ISA can be found in [13] and [12] , respectively.
Ambiguities within subspaces can be lessened: given our assumption on the invertibility of matrix A, we can assume without any loss of generality that both the sources and the observation are white, that is,
where E[·] denotes the expectation value, I D is the D-dimensional identity matrix. Now, the s m sources are determined up to (i) permutation and orthogonal transformation in the real case and (ii) permutation and unitary transformation in the complex case.
K-ISA BY JOINT DECORRELATION
Components s m are estimated by a neural network, which aims to 'decorrelate' (see below) the y m ∈ K dm parts of the K D ∋ y(t) = [y 1 (t); . . . ; y M (t)] output of the network. The network executes mapping z → L(z, Θ) with network parameter Θ.
Neural Network Candidates (L)
Choosing an RNN with feedforward (F) and recurrent (R) connections then the network assumes the forṁ
and thus, upon relaxation it solves the
input-output mapping [1, 9] . Another natural choice is a network with feedforward connections W that executes mapping
Cost Function of K-ISA
The neural network estimates hidden sources s m by nonlinear (f ) decorrelation of y m s, components of network output y. Formally:
Let us denote the empirical f -covariance matrix of y(t) and y
respectively, where
Here, ℜ(·) [ℑ(·)] denotes the real (imaginary) part, ⊗ is the Kronecker-product. Then minimization of the following non-negative cost function (in Θ)
gives rise to pairwise 1 f -uncorrelatedness: (10) , the following statements are equivalent:
Theorem 1. For the separation carried out by the network minimizing cost function
i) f -uncorrelatedness: Σ i,j K (f , T ) = 0 (∀i = j). ii) Q Θ is minimal: Q Θ (f , T ) = 0.
Proof (sketch). The statement follows from the inequality related to the multi-dimensional Shannon differential entropy H:
and equality holds iff u m s are independent. Hint: one can choose u as a normal random variable with covariance Σ K (f , T ) and insert the expression of the entropy of normal variables. Note 1. For the special case K = R, Θ = (F, R), f (z) = z and d = 1, see [9] . (10) [7] , which makes use of the supremum of 1-dimensional covariances as a measure of independence. Our approximation may also be improved by minimizing Q Θ (f , T ) on F(∋ f ), i.e., on a set of functions.
The K-ISA Algorithm
Below, our proposed K-ISA method is introduced. A decomposition principle called K-ISA Separation Theorem has been formulated in [12] . It says that (under certain conditions) the K-ISA task can be solved in 2 steps: In the first step, 1-dimensional K-ICA estimation is executed that provides separation matrix W K-ICA and estimated sourcesŝ K-ICA . In the second step, optimal permutation of the K-ICA elements (ŝ K-ICA ) is searched for, the K-ICA elements are grouped.
This principle is adapted to linear feedforward neural networks [see, Eq. (6)] here. 3 Separation matrix W = W K-ISA is searched in the form
where matrix P ∈ R D×D denotes the desired permutation matrix. We search for the hidden sources s m by pairwise decorrelation of the components y m of the output of the network using function manifold F (F: see, Note 4). Thus, given Theorem 1, our cost function is:
Here: (i) F denotes a set of functions, each func-
, and each function acts on each coordinate separately, (ii) • denotes pointwise multiplication (Hadamard product), (iii) M masks according to the subspaces (m 1 = m 2 ) : if Q(F, T, P pq P) < Q(F, T, P) P := P pq P end until Q(F, T, ·) decreases in the sweep above Estimation 
2 denotes the square of the Frobenius norm (sum of squares of the elements), (v) in Σ K (f , T, P), y = Pŝ K-ICA , and (vi) P is the D × D permutation matrix to be determined.
Greedy permutation search is applied: 2 coordinates of different subspace are exchanged if this change lowers cost function Q(F, T, ·). Note: Greedy search could be replaced by a global one for a higher computational burden [11] . Table 1 contains the pseudocode of our technique.
Illustrations
The K-ISA identification algorithm of Section 3.3 is illustrated below (due to the lack of space, illustrations are provided for K = R only). Test cases are introduced in Section 4.1. The quality of the solutions will be measured by the normalized Amari-distance (Section 4.2). Numerical results are provided in Section 4.3.
Databases
Two databases were defined to study our algorithm. The databases are illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
The Aω Database
Here, hidden sources s m are uniform distributions defined by the 2-dimensional images (d = 2) of letters on A-Z and α − ω. This is called database Aω, which has 50 components (M = 50), see Fig. 1 for an illustration. This test falls outside of the (known) validity domain of the R-ISA Separation Theorem.
The d-Spherical Database
Here, hidden sources s m are spherically symmetric random variables that have representation of the form v
is uniformly distributed on the d-dimensional unit sphere, and ρ is a non-negative scalar 
Normalized Amari-distance
The precision of our algorithm was measured by the normalized Amari-distance as follows. . Let b i,j denote the sum of the absolute values of the elements of matrix B i,j ∈ R d×d . Then the normalized version of the Amaridistance [2] (as it was introduced in [11] for R-ISA) is defined as:
For matrix B we have that 0 ≤ r(B) ≤ 1, and r(B) = 0 if, and only if B is a block-permutation matrix with d × d sized blocks. Thus, r = 0 corresponds to perfect estimation (0% error), r = 1 is the worst estimation (100% error). This performance measure can be used for K = C, too.
Simulations
Results on databases Aω and d-spherical are provided here. In our simulations, sample number of observations z(t) changed: 1000 ≤ T ≤ 30000. Mixing matrix A Table 2. was chosen randomly from the orthogonal group. Manifold F was F := {z → cos(z), z → cos(2z)} (functions operated on coordinates separately). Scaling properties of the approximation were studied for database d-spherical by changing the value of d between 20 and 110 [i.e., the number of subspaces (M ) was fixed, but the dimension of the subspaces was increased.] For each parameters [T for database Aω, (T, d) for database d-spherical] ten experiments were averaged. Qualities of the solutions were measured by the Amari-error (see Section 4.2). We have chosen FastICA [8] for the R-ICA module (see Table 1 ).
Precision of our method is shown: (i) for database Aω in Fig. 3 as a function of sample number, (ii) for database d-spherical in Fig. 4 as a function of sample number and source dimension (d) (for details, see Table 4 ). The figures demonstrate that the algorithm was able to uncover the hidden components with high precision. In the case of database d-spherical the Amari error decreases according to power law r(T ) ∝ T −c (c > 0). In our numerical simulations, the number of sweeps before the iteration of the permutation optimization stopped (see Table 1 ) varied between 2 and 6. 
